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Glenigan – Prospects
New forecast counsels
remain bleak
caution for 2012.
The construction industry will continue to
face tough market conditions over the
coming year, according to a new
report from industry analysts at
Glenigan. Planned cuts in government
investment will depress the flow of
public sector projects, while the weak
pace of economic growth will limit the
recovery of private sector work.
The Chancellor’s Autumn Statement
confirmed the sharp reduction in
Government capital expenditure set out
in the Spending Review. Indeed, whilst
the Government has brought forward a
number of additional construction
projects, the majority of this additional

Fast Track to
Recovery
The green light given to the HS2 rail link
is welcomed by UK construction and
civil engineering companies.
A new high-speed rail line between
London and Birmingham - High Speed 2
(HS2) - has been approved by Transport
Secretary Justine Greening.
In a statement to the Commons, Greening

expenditure feeds through from
2013-14 onwards.
Social housing, education and health are
among the worst affected sectors.
In contrast, the Government has broadly
maintained investment in the transport
infrastructure, with rail taking a growing
share of the available funds. Weak
economic growth, limited access to
finance capital and heightened economic
uncertainty in the wake of the Eurozone
crisis are all expected to temper the
recovery in private sector workload over
the coming year.

the number of private housing sites being
started is forecast over the course of 2012
as housebuilders look to a capitalise on
improved consumer confidence and
housing market activity during the second
half of the year and during 2013.
A similar modest recovery in new
commercial and industrial project starts is
anticipated as developers bring forward
projects in the pre-construction pipeline.
A full copy of the report can be
downloaded here:
http://tinyurl.com/7rco6tf

Nevertheless a gradual strengthening in

confirmed that the first phase of HS2
could be running by 2026, later
extending to northern England. She
announced extra tunnelling along the
90-mile (140km) first phase in response to
environmental concerns.
The first phase of the project would cut
London-Birmingham
journey times, on
225mph trains, to
49 minutes,
Greening said. This
would be followed
by a second phase

of Y-shaped track reaching Manchester
and Leeds by about 2033. Phase One is
expected to cost £33 billion.
The green light announcement follows
some extensive lobbying by UK
construction industry leaders including
Henry Boot Construction; Volkerwessels;
Galliford Try Construction;
Miller Construction. In an
open letter to the Financial
Times, they stated that the UK
needed a high-speed rail
network if it was to compete
on the global stage.

Please visit The Builders’ Conference website www.buildersconference.co.uk/newsandevents
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Shame of the
Blame
Game

From snow and economic crises to civil unrest
and on-site accidents, everything these days is
apparently someone else’s fault. It’s about time
the UK took responsibility and realised that
sometimes – just sometimes – stuff happens.
The UK has already experienced its
first snow of winter. As is now a
tradition in this country, while most
of us reached for hats, gloves,
scarves, rock salt and snow shovels,
the media reached for its sharpest
knives as it once again attempted to
appoint blame for the weather.
According to various press reports,
snow is a natural phenomenon that
can apparently be prevented by
Government planning, local
authority intervention and some
miraculous public spending.
Likewise, the current economic crisis
is the fault of someone else.
Depending on who you ask, the
banks and financial institutions are
directly responsible; or the
economists; or the European Union;
or the Greeks; or the Illuminati.
This summer’s riots across England

may have been carried out by
hoodie-wearing, baseball bat
carrying criminals. But their actions
were, apparently, the result of poor
education, a lack of suitable role
models, absent fathers, and overzealous policing.
Closer to home, nobody just falls
down a hole or trips over a paving
slab anymore. Instead, on site
accidents are the fault of main
contractor negligence, lack of
sub-contractor training, an
administrative shortcoming in the
CDM Regs, or a design fault within
an item of equipment.
In an age that is categorised by
ambulance chasing solicitors and a
national media that thrives upon
taking a contrarian view in order to
court controversy even when there is

none, everything
seems to be the
fault of someone –
anyone – else.

Whatever happened
to individuals and
companies taking
personal
responsibility?
When did we start
seeking excuses in place of cures?
No-one ever said “when the going
gets tough, the tough phone their
solicitor”.
The UK economy in general (and the
UK construction industry in particular)
is staring down the barrel of a
recessionary gun that threatens to
blow us all away.
Rather than carrying out post-mortems
and enquiries and attempting to
appoint blame whilst desperately
seeking to cover our own backsides,
surely our efforts and resources
would be better spent trying to dig
ourselves out of the hole?

The Insider

Commentary From Neil Edwards
Chief Executive - The Builders' Conference Trade Association

Short Month,
Short on Cheer
The extended Christmas and New
Year’s holidays reduced the working
window and reduced league table
values across the board. The Builders’
Conference chief executive Neil
Edwards pulls down the curtain on a
year to forget.
It seems like just yesterday that
December was a month in which work
sat snugly alongside an endless
procession of ever-more-indulgent parties
to flaunt the success of companies in the
UK building and construction sector.
But as our latest BCLive league table
demonstrates in stark black and white,
those days are over. Christmas
bonuses and parties have given way to
austerity measures and cutbacks and,
judging by the figures shown overleaf,
the last vestiges of 2011 workload was
about as upbeat and uplifting as the
average Christmas cracker joke.
Even allowing for the fact that the month
was curtailed some eight days early
due to public holidays, December
2011 was a dreadful month for new
work won, providing a fitting end to a
year in which cheer and optimism has
been in short supply. And as the latest
Glenigan forecast indicates (See Page
1), there is little on the horizon to
suggest that 2012 will bring anything
other than more of the same.
That said, Morgan Sindall can give
themselves a pat on the back for having
finished the year at the top of the BCLive

league table, bagging 147 contracts
with a combined total of over £1 billion.
And Wates should be applauded for
winning just over £64 million of new
work to ensure that 2012 will start with
a degree of stability, narrowly pipping
McLaren Construction to secure top spot
in the December league table in the
process. Meanwhile, based upon
information supplied to the BCLive
league table, Morgan Sindall is the UK’s
top contractor of 2011, bagging just
over £1 billion worth of work in the
calendar year and pipping Costain and
Laing O’Rourke to the post.
Having just emerged from a year of
seemingly endless bad news, we are
determined to start 2012 with a
degree of positivity. And, despite
evidence to the contrary, there is some
good news out there if you’re willing to
look closely enough.
Green Shoots?
In the housing sector, the Governmentbacked FirstBuy scheme is expected to
help bridge the mortgage gap among
first and second time buyers, marking a
possible upturn in demand for new
housing starts. A gradual
strengthening in manufacturing output
combined with continued demand for
logistic space is expected to support a
further rise in industrial project starts
over the coming year.
The shortage of quality office

accommodation is expected to intensify
over the next three years as the UK
economy gradually strengthens. A
broader based rise in project starts in
the capital is anticipated for 2012 as
firms look to capitalise upon the rising
demand for quality office space.
The flow of underlying civil engineering
project starts is forecast to rise by 2%
during 2012, building on the increase
in project starts seen over the last three
years. In addition, a number of existing
major projects (£100 million plus),
such as Crossrail, the new Forth
Crossing and the London Array wind
farm, will underpin sector activity over
the coming year.
And over in the demolition sector,
work is now underway on the first
project of Magnox’s £304 million
decommissioning framework that will
provide a useful if unimpressive
short-term fillip and which should pave
the way for further spending in years
to come.
Wishing you, our readers, a prosperous
New Year is, of course, premature and
currently seems about as appropriate as
wishing the Great Britain Team
congratulations on topping the Gold
Medal table when the London Olympics
draw to a close. But if you are willing
to take a more “glass half full” stance,
there are still some small crumbs of good
cheer to be found.

As You Were...
The end of 2011 marks the end of
a 12-month period in which the
only economic change was of the
unwelcome variety. HSBC chief
economist Dennis Turner looks
back at a year most would like to
forget, and ahead to another that
promises more of the same.

The year ended as it started, with
the MPC leaving interest rates at
0.5%. In fact, the sum total of policy
changes after 12 monthly meetings
in 2011 was to increase QE by £75
billion. Despite the lack of action by
the monetary authorities, however,
there has been a very marked
change in the economic climate.
Relative to the forecasts of 12
months ago, growth prospects have
deteriorated, inflation and
unemployment are both higher and,
according to the OBR forecasts, the
Treasury’s fiscal plans will be way
off target. In addition, global GDP
has disappointed, with the EU
staring down the abyss of another
recession, or worse. For businesses
and households, a further period of
restraint (rather than recession) is
likely, making this the most
protracted upturn since 1945.
Going into the third year of recovery,
GDP remains 4% down on the prerecession peak of 2009.

In the last few weeks, the Bank of
England in its Quarterly Inflation
Report, the OBR’s report in the
Chancellor’s Autumn Statement and
the OECD’s economic review have
all marked down their growth
forecasts for the UK in 2012, with
warnings that even the modest rates
predicted will look optimistic if
problems in the Eurozone are not
resolved. Against this backdrop,
there has been little the MPC could
do, having played most of its best
cards three years ago. An
extension of QE is about all that is
left and while even more is widely
predicted, no decision is
expected until the early months of
next year. Interest rates are now
likely to be on hold throughout
2012 despite the above-target
inflation and while the Chancellor
offered selective support for some
activities, there no real fiscal easing
and Plan A for the public finances is
still very much the primary policy
objective.

Domestic economy wobbles
Just 18 months into the job,
Chancellor George Osborne has
learnt how stubbornly resistant the
real world is to political policies and
economic models. Just 12 months
earlier, he thought growth in 2011
would be 2.1% this year and 2.6%
next. In November, a chastened Mr
Osborne had pencilled in 0.5% for
2011 and 0.7% for next year. And
this has wrecked his fiscal
projections of course. Slower growth
means weaker tax revenues as well
as higher spending (because
unemployment is higher for example)
and over the forecast period, the
Chancellor will need to borrow an
additional £111 billion and his
ambition to eliminate the structural
deficit will now stretch into the next
parliament.
The growth forecast is in line the
Bank of England view in
November’s Quarterly Inflation

Report, which looked for 1% next
year compared with the 2% in
August’s Report. Like the OBR, the
Bank of England expects growth
back at trend by 2013. The good
news was on inflation which is now
likely to come in below target by
end-2012 and for the rest of the
forecast period, which means Bank
Rate should stay on hold until at least
2013. The combination of continued
low interest rates with falling inflation
will be key factors in sparking the
household sector back into life after
a long period of weak or falling
spending.
Although the extent of the
downgrades surprised many
observers, it was generally felt the
Chancellor’s forecasts at the time of
the Budget in March (1.7% growth
this year and 2.5% next) were much
too optimistic. All the recent data
pointed to an economy that was
slowing from the 0.5% in Q3.
According to the CBI, the Retail
Consortium and the ONS, conditions
on the high street remain challenging
in the run up to the key Christmas
trading season. As the GDP
breakdown revealed, consumer
spending was flat in Q3 as inflation
squeezed purchasing power and so
widespread discounting was needed
to sustain volumes. The housing
market continues to tread water with
approvals still around 25% below
the number needed to keep house
price growth in positive territory,
although both the Halifax and
Nationwide indices have shown
remarkable resilience.
The labour market conditions
underline the difficulties in the
domestic economy. The latest official
figures, covering the three months to
September, point to a further
deterioration. Not only was there the
biggest decline (197,000) in
employment for over two years but

also an increase of 129,000 in
unemployment, a rate of 8.3% and
the highest since 1996. In this
environment, pay growth has
remained subdued. Underlying
average earnings (excluding
bonuses) in the three months to
September were just 1.7% higher
than a year earlier, well down on
the rate of inflation. Not surprisingly,
the GfK consumer confidence index
in November (-31) is stuck at levels
normally associated with recessions.
In industrial terms, the key PMI
surveys in November for construction
and services continue to hover just
above the crucial 50 threshold.
Although this points to growth rather
than contraction, both are well down
on the 55+ in the first three months
of 2011. Most disappointing has
been the downward slide of
manufacturing. From a reading of 61
at the start of the year, the sector is
now just 47.6, implying a fall in
output to come. This is in line with a
weakening in the ONS data and
suggests manufacturing is bearing
the brunt of the Eurozone turbulence.
This impact of this turbulence is
evident from the latest trade figures
which have undermined hopes that
exports can fill the hole left by
constrained domestic spending.
September’s goods deficit jumped to
a record £9.8 billion. The volume of
exports to the EU fell by 0.8% on the
month and by almost 2% in the third
quarter, with manufacturing taking
the strain.
And then there is the ongoing
inflation problem, which came in
above target for the 21st consecutive
month in October. But,
encouragingly, at 5% the annual rate
was lower than September, raising
expectations that the peak has
passed. In the New Year, the 2.5%
VAT increase drops out of the

From the
Treasury’s point of
view, it means an
extra £111 billion
of borrowing than
originally planned,
in effect digging
the hole even
deeper before he
climbs out
numbers and the annual rate of CPI
inflation should be set on a
downward path. Any fears that this
could eventually convert into a
deflation problem are offset by the
inflationary consequences of the
increased QE programme.
While policymakers hesitate
It was not unreasonable for the
Chancellor to point to a deteriorating
external environment for Plan A
being blown off course. He re-stated
his commitment to getting the public
sector finances back on track but
took very few steps to keep to the
original timetable. His package of
measures, largely welcome and
worthwhile, do not however amount
to much of a fiscal stimulus and he
has instead put back (to the next
Parliament) the date for eliminating
the structural deficit, From the
Treasury’s point of view, it means an
extra £111 billion of borrowing than
originally planned, in effect digging
the hole even deeper before he
climbs out. His justification (and not
to be under-valued) is that the UK is
holding on to its Tripe A credit

But, in policy-making terms, far more
important for the UK than the
Chancellor’s Autumn Statement are
the efforts of the Eurozone authorities
to protect the currency’s future. There
are three issues to be addressed,
giving markets confidence that the
short-term issues are being managed,
setting up systems to ensure there is
no repetition and, thirdly, to have a
programme that gets the bloc on a
growth path (the only sustainable
way to manage debt). This is a huge
challenge for a group of politicians
not noted for imagination or bravery
and the recent summit focused only
on the second of these challenges.
There is no pain-free option and nonEurozone countries will suffer
collateral damage. Particularly
sensitive is the position of the banks,
with French and German institutions
especially vulnerable. The threat by
one of the agencies to look closely
at the credit ratings of all the
Eurozone countries will either add to
the difficulties or provide the spur
needed to find solutions. But a key

...households have had the best part of
three years to restructure personal balance
sheets and the corporate sector is in good
financial shape but not in a mood to spend.
The public sector looks to be the weakest
link going into 2012.
transmission mechanism for the
Eurozone’s problems to the UK (apart
from the loss of export opportunities)
is the impact on the financial sector,
either directly or indirectly.
Conclusion
It is beyond a shadow of doubt that
the general economic picture is
weaker now than was expected 12
months ago, and weaker than at
comparable points (two years) after
the end of previous recessions. This
is partly because the legacy of the
past (debt in particular) takes years
to unwind and partly because the
fragile global environment blocks off
an obvious route to growth. But

confidence

rating, without which the debt
would be even more
burdensome.

households have had the best part of
three years to restructure personal
balance sheets and the corporate
sector is in good financial shape but
not in a mood to spend. The public
sector looks to be the weakest link
going into 2012.

In this environment, the MPC was
very unlikely to change its policy
stance and the outcome of the
December meeting was the same as
for ten of the 11 other meetings this
year. For 2012, more of the same is
the most likely scenario - if we are
lucky.

Banking on a
Recovery
The construction industry needs the banks
sector for more than just credit. Builders’
Conference chief executive Neil Edwards
offers a timely reminder on another
key role played by the financial sector.

During the past few years, ever
since the word recession was
whispered in a darkened room
somewhere near Fleet Street, bankers
have largely replaced double
glazing salesmen as the butt of the
nation’s jokes. In truth, these
longstanding institutions have done
little to help themselves in the
months since.

They have gladly accepted
Government bailouts funded by us,
the taxpayers, while continuing to pay
themselves healthy bonuses. But, as
anyone that has applied for
commercial finance or a personal
remortgage in the past year will
testify, ask for some of that money
back and the answer is a forthright
and unwavering NO!

However, before we call for a cull of
the fat cats, it is worth remembering
that those same financial institutions
contribute more than mere credit to the
UK construction industry. Banks and
financial institutions are also one of
the industry’s most reliable sources of
work. From the construction of
monuments to the gods of capitalism
like Canary Wharf and The Gherkin
to the refurbishment and maintenance
of the countless (though diminishing)
high street bank branches, the
financial sector is a key customer as
well as a credit provider.
Regardless of political leanings, David
Cameron’s determination to take a
step back from Europe and thereby
protect London as one of the world’s
key financial centres is surely to be
applauded.
For all the time there are tower cranes
over The City, it is good news for the
banks, good news for UK construction,
and good news for the nation.

Savoy Smiles
Despite the continuing bleak outlook
for the UK construction industry, more
than 400 of its leading professionals
still managed to raise a smile at
London's Savoy Hotel just before
Christmas as they gathered for
The Builders' Conference's Christmas
Luncheon.
From left to right: Daniel Piggott
of Switch2IT, comedian and guest
speaker Terry Alderton, and Tony
Martin of Artimis

Crisis of
Confidence
Mark Farrar reports: Industry confidence
low as half of construction firms report
income fall during past year.

A tough 12 months for the UK’s
construction sector have kept
confidence at low levels, with
around one in ten employers fearing
that their business won’t survive the
recession, new research reveals.

It has been
another testing
year for the
construction and
built environment
industry. Times
are tough and
businesses need as
much support as
possible

In the Employer Attitudes and
Motivations report by Sector Skills
Council and Industry Training Board,
CITB-ConstructionSkills, results show
that nearly half (47%) of all
businesses suffered a decrease in
turnover in the last year – with
income falling by an average of
29%. Sole traders were hardest hit,
with 54% reporting a drop in trade,
followed closely by small firms
employing between two and nine
staff, at 48%.
Furthermore, for many in the industry,
the immediate future offers little
consolation. Nearly three fifths (56%)
of respondents said that either the
next 12 months provided no business
opportunities (29%), or that they
didn’t know where the opportunities
would come from (27%).

These trends have taken their toll on
employment levels across the sector,
with over a third (36%) of employers
surveyed claiming to have laid staff
off. Britain’s woodworking industry
was the most adversely impacted,
with a quarter (25%) of the affected
jobs being carpenters or joiners, just
ahead of labourers at 24%.
However, the impact on employment
has not been restricted to the trades,
in larger firms – those with over 100
employees – it was managers (23%)
who were more likely to be made
redundant.
“It has been another testing year for
the construction and built
environment industry. Times are
tough and businesses need as much
support as possible,” says CITBConstructionSkills chief executive
Mark Farrar. “Through listening to
employers we know that their main
challenges are reducing their
expenditure, increased competition
for contracts and preparing for new
environmental legislation. We are
further developing training packages

to address these concerns, consulting
with central and local Government to
ensure that the public money which is
being spent is done so transparently
with a positive impact on the industry’s
skills and continuing to speak with
central and local governments about
the positive impact construction has on
local jobs. We’ve also implemented
initiatives such as our Cut the
Carbon campaign, which help to
prepare the industry for new
‘green legislation’ and give them
the skills they need to be as
competitive as possible.”
On a regional level, there were
mixed fortunes for different areas. In
the South East, for example,
indicative figures show that there
was a 13% spike in overall staff
numbers, compared to a reduction of
between 16-18% in Northern
Ireland, London and the South West.

The impact of the current economic
climate has also seen training levels
in the industry fall – with almost a
third (29%) of businesses reducing
their outgoings in this area. This
pattern looks likely to continue into
2012, with a fifth (20%) of
employers planning to scale training
budgets back even further.

Only through
swift action can we
start to generate the
right skills for future
growth, locally and
nationally

“When budgets are tight, training is
sadly often one of the first areas to
be reined in. This is particularly
concerning given that one in six
workers will retire in the next ten
years, leaving a gaping hole in the
industry’s skill base. We add value
to employers in this area through a
number of ways, such as our
Management & Supervisory
Development Programme which was
introduced to improve the sector’s
leadership attributes. But we’ll also
continue to provide new, innovative
solutions that respond to the
industry’s changing needs,” Farrar
concludes. “Only through swift
action can we start to generate the
right skills for future growth, locally
and nationally.”

All Created
Equal?
Joanna Powell, a solicitor at BTMK
Solicitors takes a closer looks at
the Equality Act 2010, and what it
means for your business?

The majority of the Equality Act 2010 came into
force just over a year ago, on 1 October 2010. The
two main purposes of the Act are to harmonise
discrimination law and to strengthen it. The Act
protects people from being treated less favourably
because they have a protected characteristic.

The relevant protected characteristics are:
- age
- disability
- gender reassignment
- marriage and civil partnership
- race (including ethnic or national origins, colour and nationality)
- religion or belief (including lack
of belief)
- sex
- sexual orientation

However, whilst the Act brings together and re-states the existing
discrimination legislation, it also contains a number of important
changes to the law, which could affect your business.

The key changes include:
Pre-employment health enquiries
have been outlawed, unless they are
made for prescribed reasons.
Therefore employers cannot ask job
applicants questions about their
health (including any disability)
before making a job offer, except in
specified circumstances.
It will now be easier for employees
and job applicants to bring claims of
disability discrimination because the
individual no longer has to show that
their impairment adversely affects
one of a list of specific capacities,
such as speech or mobility.
Employers can be made explicitly
liable, in some circumstances, for the
harassment of their staff by a third
party.
The enforceability of contractual
“pay secrecy” clauses has been
limited.

Positive action provisions are now in
force. This allows employers to take
positive action in recruitment and
promotion where the employer
reasonably thinks that people with a
protected characteristic (such as
women or ethnic minorities) are
under-represented in the workforce,
or suffer a disadvantage connected
to that protected characteristic.
The power of the Employment
Tribunal has been extended. The
Tribunal can now make
recommendations that an employer
takes steps to eliminate or reduce the
effect of discrimination on other
employees, and not only a claimant
in proceedings. For example, the
Tribunal might specify that an
employer needs to provide training
for staff about harassment and
bullying.

Do I need to review my
existing equal opportunities
policies?
Yes. Your policies and procedures
are likely to need updating in light of
the changes. For instance,
recruitment procedures should be
reviewed.
My staff haven’t had any
training on discrimination
law; could I be criticised for
this?
Yes. Employers can be liable for
the acts of their employees.
Employers would be well advised to
invest in discrimination training for
staff. Some forms of discrimination
are subtle and managers and staff
may not realise their behaviour is
inappropriate or unlawful.
If you train staff properly and ensure
your policies and procedures are up

to date, you are less likely to
encounter claims of discrimination.
I am about to interview a
candidate for a labourer
position. The role involves
heavy manual handling.
Can I ask the candidate
whether he can perform
heavy lifting?
Before you offer a candidate the job,
the Equality Act limits the
circumstances when you can ask
health related questions. You can
ask a health related question at this
stage to help you decide whether an
applicant can carry out a function
that is essential to the job.
Therefore, if heavy lifting is an
essential part of the job, then you
may be able to ask a candidate with
say, a mobility impairment, whether

they could manage heavy lifting.
However, employers should seek
professional advice before asking
any candidate a health related
question.

For further advice regarding any
employment issues or staff training,
please contact Joanna Powell
at BTMK Solicitors LLP on
01702 238545 or at
joanna.powell@btmk.co.uk

Cutting Costs
by Working
Smarter
As construction companies seek ever
more innovative ways to improve
efficiencies and reduce costs, many are
considering vehicle tracking software.
Tracking specialist Chris McClellan
from RAM Tracking considers the
opportunities that the technology has
to offer contractors.

It is widely acknowledged that tracking
software is a helpful vehicle
management tool. But uses of the
technology extend much further and
are not limited merely to transport and
haulage companies. The versatility of
vehicle tracking – which can be fitted
to almost any vehicle or mobile plant
item - means it can be equally valuable
within the construction industry.
With contractors striving to tender for
client projects at the most competitive
price possible, workforce productivity is
crucial to the profitability of the job and
the fulfilment of often restrictive
schedules. Often faced with multiple
projects to run at any given time, it is

imperative that building and
construction companies can manage
their employees, the vans they travel to
site in, and the kit that they operate
throughout the day, as efficiently as
possible.
Big Brother
Small commercial vehicles are often
considered incidental to the construction
business, as contractors are
understandably plant-focused.
However, ensuring that employees
arrive and leave sites on time is the first
step to monitoring and maximising daily
productivity. The intention is not to act
as ‘big brother’, but if tracking devices

are fitted to such vehicles, company
owners and managers can immediately
assess if the daily workload is being
impacted upon as a result of a lost man
hours.
As fuel prices continue to rise, trackers
can also aid the planning of time, cost
and energy-efficient routes for these
vans and HGVs, which of course has
added environmental benefits too.
Productivity should not be to the
detriment of health and safety though,
so managers should also utilise the
software to highlight if employees are
working alone or are working too many
hours on sites.

Once employees are on site, managers
tend to then rely on industry knowledge
and experience to estimate how much
work should be completed on a daily
basis. But with the advent of
increasingly advanced tracking and
monitoring systems, it is also possible to
fit devices onto site-based machinery to
monitor the productivity of the plant as
well. This can be done without
interfering with plant electronics, which
protects warranty validity.
Resource Management
Few construction contractors enjoy the
luxury of having spare machines to call
upon when required. Vehicle tracking
technology therefore helps to show if
plant is sitting idle so that it can be
relocated to where it is needed most.
Even if the ignition is switched on but
the plant is not actively working, the
location of a GPS antenna on the cab
roof means it is possible to identify if
site managers are simply trying to show

that the machine is active so that it
remains on-site. For machines such as
hydraulic excavators which may not
travel when in use, the antenna can be
fitted to the boom instead, to give a
truer picture of the machine’s
operational status.
By keeping this firm grasp on the
scheduling of equipment it is possible to
avoid the cost of hiring additional
plant, without compromising project
schedules as a result of downtime whilst
waiting for plant to become available.
Tracking also helps to police another
important concern within the
construction industry – the theft of
salvaged materials such as lead,
copper or aluminium. The commodity
value of these on-site metals alone can
make a project commercially viable.
Contractors must, therefore, protect this
increasingly valuable commodity. By
setting the reclamation yard as a

location on the tracking system’s map
facility, companies can monitor any
unauthorised vehicular visits. It is
possible to search for details of vans
that have attended the site, or the live
system can alert management any time
a vehicle arrives. A receipt will prove a
legitimate visit but if the driver cannot
produce one, further investigation may
be necessary. If the theft of scrap can
be prevented, this alone could offset
12 months’ financial investment in the
tracking technology.
With the knowledge that vehicle
tracking provides, construction
companies are better placed than ever
before to make strategic decisions
about how best to manage their fleet,
plant and staff.
Chris McClellan is managing director
of RAM Tracking:
http://www.remoteassetmanagement.co.uk
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The information on BCLive league table comes directly
from The Builders’ Conference trade association and
can also be found on the front page of their website
www.buildersconference.co.uk
BCLive league table is merely a top level display of
which companies have won which contracts and their
relative values during December 2011 however if you
go to the website www.bclive.co.uk and click on an
individual business you can quickly view what
contracts combine to make the total, which market
sectors the contracts were won in and their
geographical location.
The Builders’ Conference trade association makes
every effort to ensure BCLive league table for main
contractors is a fair representation of the industry
however if your company has secured a project or
projects and you believe they have not made the table
then please telephone 020 8770 0111 or go to
www.buildersconference.co.uk press on the table
and in the top left hand of the screen you will find a
button where you will be directed to complete a very
simple form which is automatically forwarded to this
office upon submission.
Our address book has your name as a contact and
therefore we would be grateful if you could forward
this e-mail within your company to persons, who may
also find this information of interest and value.
Please do not hesitate in contacting this office should
you have any queries or require greater in-depth
analysis of the construction industry, alternatively if
you do not wish to receive this digital information
please send an email to newsdesk@bclive.co.uk

The Builders’ Conference
Crest House, 19 Lewis Road, Sutton, Surrey SM1 4BR
Tel: 020 8770 0111 Fax: 020 8770 7736 Email: info@buildersconf.co.uk www.buildersconference.co.uk
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